Introduction
The highly conserved Notch cell-cell signalling pathway controls a wide variety of cell fate decisions and governs numerous developmental processes (Bray, 2006) . It is also involved in the homeostasis and biology of adult tissues, in particular in the regulation of stem cell lineages (Liu et al, 2010) . The widespread and versatile roles mean that inappropriate Notch activity can have profound consequences. This is epitomized by its contribution to cancers where, depending on tumour type, Notch can have either an oncogenic or a tumour-suppressor role. Examples of the former are found in several carcinomas such as breast, lung, or cervical cancers, where Notch pathway amplification leads to increased proliferation and tumour progression (Ranganathan et al, 2011) .
A similar dichotomy is evident in many developmental processes. For example, the Notch pathway is critical for the growth and the patterning of the Drosophila imaginal discs, but it exerts different effects on proliferation depending on the territories where it is activated. In the wing imaginal disc, a zone of non-proliferation centred around the dorso-ventral boundary (D/V) is organized by high levels of Notch activity (Herranz et al, 2008) , which represses myc (diminutive; dm) and bantam to modulate the activity of E2F. This is in contrast to some other systems where direct upregulation of myc by Notch contributes to tumorigenicity (Klinakis et al, 2006; Palomero et al, 2006; Sharma et al, 2006; Weng et al, 2006) . Elsewhere in the wing disc moderate levels of Notch activation result in increased cell proliferation and reduced cell death (Baonza and Garcia-Bellido, 2000; Giraldez and Cohen, 2003) . Indeed ectopic Notch activity can also cause extreme hyperplasia (Go et al, 1998) .
In those disc regions where it positively promotes cell proliferation, Notch has effects both in the Notch expressing cells, implying a direct cell-autonomous effect, and also in adjacent cells, implying a relay mechanism (de Celis et al, 1996; Go et al, 1998; Giraldez and Cohen, 2003) . The latter non-autonomous effects can be partly accounted for by Wingless, a member of the Wnt family which mediates aspects of the Notch response (de Celis et al, 1996; Giraldez and Cohen, 2003) and which contributes to the regulation of dm/myc (Herranz et al, 2008) . However, even in animals mutant for wingless (wg), cells adjacent to Notch expressing cells continue to proliferate in many regions arguing that other secreted factors are involved (Giraldez and Cohen, 2003) . Furthermore, no clear effectors of cell-cycle regulation have been identified in the wing, although in some leukaemic cells and mouse breast tumour models Notch directly regulates genes involved in the G 1 to S-phase transition, including D-type cyclins (Joshi et al, 2009; Ling et al, 2010) . To date the main intermediary in the wing is thought to be vestigial (vg), which encodes a nuclear protein regulating wing growth and cell cycle (Kim et al, 1996; Zecca and Struhl, 2007) . However, not all effects of Notch can be explained by Vg, indicating that there must be additional mechanisms (Go et al, 1998; Giraldez and Cohen, 2003) .
It is clear therefore that activation of Notch results in complex effects on tissue growth, as epitomized by its diverse effects in wing imaginal discs, but how these disparate outcomes are coordinated is unclear. Transcriptional changes are a direct outcome of Notch pathway activity, and hence provide an important insight into the regulatory mechanisms (Bray, 2006) . Upon ligand reception, the Notch receptor is cleaved to release its intracellular domain (Nicd), which binds to the CSL DNA-binding protein (Suppressor of Hairless in Drosophila) forming a ternary complex that activates transcription. In the absence of Nicd, CSL proteins are complexed with co-repressors and contribute to the repression of target genes (Bray, 2006; Kopan and Ilagan, 2009) . One approach to unravel mechanisms underlying different proliferative responses is thus to identify the target genes that are directly regulated by Notch in circumstances where it elicits hyperplasia, such as in wing imaginal discs.
Taking a genome-wide approach we have characterized the repertoire of genes directly activated by Notch in overproliferating Drosophila imaginal wing discs by analysing the transcriptional changes and the sites bound by the CSL transcription factor Suppressor of Hairless [Su(H)]. By integrating these data and by comparing results from two complementary approaches to modulate activity of the pathway, we identify targets that explain how Notch can promote cell proliferation in the wing discs both directly and indirectly. Tests to verify their relevance downstream of Notch for tissue growth and their regulation by Notch uncover contributions of the novel targets. Furthermore, cross-regulatory interactions between some of the direct targets explain how different Notch response domains are generated within the tissue.
Results

Identification of Notch target genes involved in hyperplasia
Ectopic or prolonged Notch activity frequently causes tissue hyperplasia, as exemplified by phenotypes produced when the activated form of Notch (Nicd) is expressed in randomly generated clones throughout the wing disc ( Figure 1A ). Similar hyperplasia arises when the Notch pathway terminal transcription factor Su(H) is expressed using the patched-Gal4 driver (ptc-Gal4; Figure 1B ), despite its more restricted expression and its dual role in repression and activation of Notch targets. These two complementary approaches result in broadly similar phenotypes even though the former involves high level of Notch activation in almost all cells of the wing disc, while the latter drives moderate level of Notch activation in fewer cells that ultimately outcompete wild-type cells. Combining the results provides a powerful way to identify Notch targets involved in hyperplasia that might overcome the caveats of each individually. It could also give insight into genes activated at different levels of Notch activity and to mechanisms of regulation.
To identify the genes acting downstream of Notch, we first compared RNA expression profiles from control and hyperplastic wing discs using expression microarrays ( Figure 1A -C). Among 365 differentially expressed genes in Nicd hyperplasia and 460 in Su(H) hyperplasia (Pp0.05), 128 were upregulated in both cell types confirming that there are common changes in the two conditions.
To further distinguish genes directly regulated by Notch activity, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) to identify regions occupied by Su(H) (Krejcí and Bray, 2007) , and hybridized the bound DNA fragments to oligonucleotide tiling arrays covering the Drosophila genome. The number of bound regions ('peaks') varied between genotypes with many more detected in Nicd hyperplasia (2 Â ) and in Su(H) hyperplasia (3 Â ) than in control.
Although the increased peak number was not unexpected in Su(H) discs (as levels of DNA binding protein are vastly elevated), the increased number of bound regions in Nicd discs was unexpected and suggests that cells have excess of Su(H) that could be recruited into stable complexes by the ectopic Nicd. Of the peaks identified, 4850 were detected in both Nicd and Su(H) hyperplastic discs. The majority of these (72%) contained motifs that matched a dictionary of known Su(H) binding motifs (results were similar for all Nicd peaks (63%) and all Su(H) peaks (69%)) and 49% had matches to high affinity motifs. There was also a good correspondence between peaks and the location of characterized Notch responsive wing enhancers (e.g., Ser; Figure 1D ). We note that there were many examples of clustered peaks, so that often multiple peaks were associated with a single locus (e.g., unpaired [upd] , Serrate [Ser]; Figure 1D ). However, we did not find any correlation between the number of peaks and the fold change in expression (correlation coefficient of 0.15 for Nicd peaks and of 0.04 for Su(H) peaks).
The data were then integrated to identify which differentially expressed genes were associated with Su(H) occupied regions, so-called assigned peak genes (APG; Figure 1C ). This parsimonious approach selected strong candidates for direct Notch target genes in each condition and the overlap revealed 58 genes that were upregulated under both conditions ( Figure 1C and E). These therefore represent strongest candidates to mediate hyperplastic growth. In all, 81 additional APG were upregulated in Nicd hyperplasia ( Figure 1C ; Supplementary  Tables 1-6 ) and 197 in Su(H) hyperplasia ( Figure 1C ; Supplementary Tables 1-6 ). We note however that several genes which appear as significant (Pp0.05) in only one condition were also upregulated in the other, but with greater variability between replicates. We have therefore considered all APG (336 in total) in some of the subsequent analyses.
Hierarchical clustering of Nicd and Su(H) APG targets also revealed a group of genes (30) that were strongly upregulated by Nicd but downregulated by Su(H) ( Figure 1E ). Included were bHLH genes of the E(spl) complex, well-known Notch targets, as well as Notch (N), bigbrain and Delta (Dl), Notch pathway components. Despite these differences, the Su(H) binding profile at such loci was similar in both Nicd and Su(H) hyperplastic discs. While some differences between the expression changes may be the consequence of variations between the cell populations that overgrow in the two manipulations, the observation that two target enhancers (E(spl)mb and E(spl)m8) were downregulated in the cells expressing Su(H) (Supplementary Figure 1H and I) suggests that alternate regulatory mechanisms could also contribute. It has previously been proposed that, by competing with the available Nicd, excess Su(H) can prevent upregulation of some targets .
Functional characteristics of hyperplasia-associated Notch targets
To distinguish the extent to which Notch induced hyperplasia is achieved indirectly (by regulating cell-fate determinants and/or mitogens) or directly (by acting on cell cycle or proliferation control genes), functional characteristics of the direct Notch targets (APG targets) were analysed using gene ontology (GO) and protein domain annotations (http://david. abcc.ncifcrf.gov/). Importantly, the enriched categories (Pp0.05) included 4 related to cell proliferation, 3 to organ growth, and 3 to stem cell maintenance, in addition to those related to development and morphogenesis (e.g., wing disc development; Figure 2A) .
Genes included in proliferation-and growth-related categories represented a broad spectrum. For example, proliferation-related genes ranged from those encoding secreted mitogens, such as wg, Wnt6, upd2, upd3 (extracellular activators of Wnt/b-catenin and Jak/Stat pathways, respectively), to those encoding direct cell-cycle regulators, such as Cyclin E (CycE), string/cdc25, Lk6, and polo. Also included were sd and vg, which encode transcription factors with known roles in coordinating wing-disc growth (the former also acts as a transcription factor in the Hippo pathway) and novel candidates, such as CG6191 and Btk29A (BTK Tec 0 ) ptc-Gal4 control (B) or ptc-Gal4 driven GFP:Su(H) fusion protein (green; B 0 ); discs are counterstained with E-Cadherin (purple). (C) Strategy to identify direct Notch targets. Expression arrays were used to identify transcriptionally upregulated genes in the two genotypes (365 in Nicd; 460 in GFP:Su(H)) and ChIP was performed to locate Su(H) bound regions (2833 in Nicd; 4795 in GFP:Su(H)). Genes in the vicinity of ChIP peaks were identified, such that each peak may be associated to more than one gene and genes may be associated to more than one peak, generating a list of all neighbouring genes irrespective of orientation or distance cut-off (more details in Supplementary data). Venn diagrams illustrate the intersection of these two data sets, Assigned Peak Gene (APG) targets, for each genotype (that corresponded to 848 (30%) peaks from Nicd discs and 2232 (46%) peaks from GFP:Su(H)). Lower Venn diagram depicts the overlap between the APG targets from each. (D) Examples of genomic regions from two representative Notch APG targets showing Su(H) enriched regions (enrichment relative to input AvgM, scale log2 0-4) in wing discs from wild type (cyan), Nicd (green), and GFP:Su(H) (purple). Gene models are depicted in black, horizontal numbering indicates genomic coordinates, upregulated genes are boxed in red. Bottom panel: red lines (A: Ser_minimal_wing_enhancer; B: Ser_V-1.9; C: Ser_II-4.2) highlight identified enhancers for Notch regulated expression of Serrate at the D/V boundary (Bachmann and Knust, 1998; Yan et al, 2004) . (E) Heat maps illustrating changes in expression of identified APG targets compared to wild type. (Top) Upregulation of common APG targets, ranked according to fold change in Nicd expressing discs; (Bottom) cluster of genes identified by hierarchical clustering that are upregulated in Nicd but downregulated in GFP:Su(H) discs. Genes in cell proliferation GO categories are highlighted in green and BTB/POZ genes are highlighted in red.
kinase homologue), whose homologues have been linked to proliferation (Anderson et al, 1996; Kirley et al, 2005) . Similarly, the 'growth' genes encode core determinants of translation efficiency (eIF-4a) as well as secreted signals (wg, hedgehog). Thus, these combinations of targets potentially explain both autonomous and non-autonomous effects of Notch on proliferation and growth. As several, including dm/myc, were reportedly inhibited by Notch (Herranz et al, 2008) and/or unrelated to growth in wing discs, we selected a subset for validation (by quantitative RT-PCR). This independent analysis confirmed that their mRNA levels were upregulated in Nicd expressing discs ( Figure 2C ) and/or in Su(H) expressing discs (Supplementary Figure 1G) .
Further stratification of gene functions revealed that the full spectrum of Notch responsive genes included regulators/ components of cell adhesion, cytoskeleton, programmed cell death, and metabolism ( Figure 2B ). The latter were particularly prevalent in Su(H) hyperplastic discs. The target identities also demonstrated that Notch regulation of cell signalling occurs at many levels, as both positive and negative components of pathways were included. This is exemplified by one GO category, 'regulation of protein kinase cascade'. Most members belonged to the Jak/Stat pathway and they encoded repressors (Socs36e and ken and barbie (ken)) as well as positively acting ligands (upd1, upd2, and upd3).
Finally, an unexpected enrichment for BTB/POZ domain proteins was uncovered by the analysis of protein domains in APG (eight genes; five-fold enrichment, P ¼ 0.00057). Five such BTB/POZ genes (ken, chinmo, abrupt (ab), lola, and fruitless) also contain zinc-finger domains (POZ-ZF). Transcription factors of this class frequently function as repressors and have been linked to different developmental and tumorigenic processes (Kelly and Daniel, 2006) . In flies, lola was shown to cooperate with N in regulating E2f (FerresMarco et al, 2006) and chinmo was found to contribute to tumorigenesis (Flaherty et al, 2010) . A component of the Notch response may thus be achieved by regulating the chromatin landscape through these POZ-ZF proteins.
Notch targets are required for the induced overgrowth
To address whether identified Notch targets were relevant for the overgrowth, we used RNAi to mediate knock down of their expression in Nicd expressing cells (with ptc-Gal4 Gal80ts). As ptc-Gal4 driven Nicd primarily causes elongation of the disc in one axis, we assessed the consequences by measuring the ratio between the A/P and D/V dimensions ( Figure 3A and B; Nicd expressing discs have A/P4D/V with a ratio of 1.4; control discs have A/PoD/V with ratio of 0.7). We therefore anticipated that the knock-down of any genes important in mediating the overgrowth would shift the ratio in Nicd discs closer to that of control discs. Of the 20 genes tested in this way, the majority caused a reduction in the ratio indicative of their contribution to the overgrowth. The strongest effects were with knock-down of sd which fully suppressed the overgrowth to almost control levels, indicating an essential role downstream of Notch. Likewise, ablation of string/cdc25, escargot, and wg strongly suppressed the overgrowth ( Figure 3C and E). Reduction in other targets had intermediate effects, for example, Btk29A, fru, lola, and dm/ myc also significantly reduced the overgrowth while knockdown of any one of the upd genes caused a consistent mild reduction ( Figure 3D and E).
Mutations affecting the Hairless (H) co-repressor (H 2 / þ ) result in an increase in Notch signalling, producing adult wings that are larger than wild-type ( Figure 3F and G). Changes in the levels of expression of novel targets might therefore modify the H 2 / þ wing size phenotype. We therefore assessed whether we could detect any modifications in wing size by halving dosage of target genes using the smallest available mapped deficiencies. Such deletions had advantages of being definitive nulls and of allowing us to test the relevance of gene clusters, such as outstretched-upd (three related genes) and wg-wnt (containing four related genes), where recently duplicated genes have overlapping functions. Deficiencies for Btk29A, dm, sd, upd1/ 2/3, and vfl all suppressed the H 2 / þ phenotype, further supporting the hypothesis that these genes act downstream of Notch ( Figure 3H ).
Subsequently, we examined the relevance to wing growth under normal conditions, ablating expression of targets in the posterior compartment (using engrailed-Gal4, en-Gal4) and (A) GO categories (Biological Process) enriched in the APG targets, ranked by P-values (calculated using a Hypergeometric test with Benjamini correction). Results were filtered for categories with X3-fold enrichment and P-valuep0.05, overlapping processes were grouped, and the most enriched depicted here. (B) Pie charts depicting proportions of genes with the indicated molecular functions for common APG targets (left) and for combined APG targets. Proportions are broadly similar except that adhesion and meta/ catabolism constitute a larger component of the combined set, while ligand and cytoskeleton are commensurably reduced. (C) Fold change in expression levels between Nicd overexpressing discs and control discs for the indicated genes determined by qPCR. Expression levels were normalized to rp49 before calculating the fold change. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean (three biological replicates).
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& . Ratios were calculated for 'wild-type' discs (ptc-Gal4, tubGal80ts), control discs (ptc-Gal4, tubGal80ts driving UAS-Nicd and UAS-GFPRNAi; labelled as control) and for discs expressing Nicd together with the different indicated RNAi. Box plot depicts the ratios obtained from wing discs of larvae grown at 301C for 60 h. Significantly different results (unpaired two-tailed Student's t-test) are indicated according to the colours in the key. (F, G) Enlarged adult wings from Hairless 2 heterozygote (H 2 / þ ; G) compared to wings from ORE-R wild type (F). (H) Genetic interactions between APG and Notch pathway measured by effects of reducing gene dose on H/ þ wing size. Box plot showing wing sizes from the indicated genotypes as a ratio to H 2 / þ wings (red rectangle; note that Ore-R wild-type wings, left column, are circa 80% of H 2 / þ ). Combinations that differed significantly (Po0.05, unpaired two-tailed t-test) from H 2 / þ are shaded in green. (I-K) Adult wing phenotypes produced by targeting RNAi against Notch APG, as indicated, in the posterior of the wing using en-Gal4. (I, J) Wild-type en-Gal4/ þ wing; (J) regions used to calculate growth effects in (I) are shown by green shading (posterior territory; L3 was used as the boundary to ensure consistent measurements) and red line (whole wing). (K) Phenotype produced by RNAi targeting CG6191 at 301C. (L) Effects of RNAi against the indicated genes on wing size. The ratio between the posterior territory (green, J) and the overall wing (red, J) was calculated for control wings (en-Gal4) and for RNAi expressing wings. Graph depicts the difference between RNAi and control ratios from flies grown either at 251C (grey boxes) or at 301C (black boxes). Significantly different results (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) are indicated by coloured squares according to the key, error bars represent standard deviation. RNAi combinations that did not produce viable adults either survived to third instar larvae (L3 discs stain; see Supplementary Figure 3) or were lethal at earlier stages (early lethal).
assessing effects on wing size. By quantifying effects in the region affected by en-Gal4 relative to total wing size, any differences arising from animal size variability were eliminated: the posterior to whole wing ratio of wild type ( Figure 3I and J) was constant (0.706±0.008) and independent of fly culture conditions. Of the 28 Notch regulated APG tested in this way ( Figure 3L ; Supplementary Figure 2 ; Supplementary  Table 7) , most resulted in reduced posterior wing size (17/23). Ablation of seven genes, including vg, CG6191, and upd3, led to strong reduction in size ( Figure 3K ; Supplementary  Figure 2 ), four had a moderate effect (e.g., Btk29a, fourjointed [fj], lola) and a further six showed a modest decrease ( Figure 3L; Supplementary Figure 2 ; Supplementary Table 7) . Several of the remainder caused lethality either at pupal stages (sd, stg, esg; with some producing detectable defects in the larval discs; Supplementary Figure 3) or earlier (chinmo and eIF-4A). Thus, many of the Notch APG are likely to contribute to tissue growth in normal development as well as in Notch induced hyperplasia.
Different spatial responses among Notch targets
Many of the downstream targets, such as th, CycE, CG6191, Lk6, and chinmo, have not hitherto been linked positively to Notch activity. We therefore investigated further the Notch regulation of these and several other novel targets, focusing on genes assigned to cell division, growth, or BTB/POZ clusters (15 loci in total). To accomplish this, we monitored expression from 'enhancer traps', P-element insertions in the different loci, comparing expression in wild-type and ectopic Nicd discs (using ptc-Gal4).
Interestingly, the responses could be stratified into four different patterns (Figure 4; Supplementary Figure 4) . The first was a largely cell-autonomous response, where targets (CG6191, ab, and wg) were upregulated in a stripe in the centre of the pouch corresponding to the region where Nicd was being expressed (Figure 4C -E; Supplementary Figures  4A and 5A ). This is the expected pattern for direct Notch targets. The second pattern was a stripe that extended more broadly through the wing pouch, arguing that it comprised both an autonomous and non-autonomous response ( Figure 4F-H) . The two genes in this group, sd and fj, are known to be Notch responsive genes. Our data indicate that they are direct targets and that their upregulation outside the Nicd expressing cells is likely to involve a secondary relay that could be mediated by Wg (Williams et al, 1993) . The third group, including th and CycE, had a complex pattern with a narrow stripe of upregulation within the pouch and a broad upregulation at the peripheral tips (corresponding to hinge and pleural regions, Figure 4I -K; Supplementary  Figures 4B-D and 5B). Their broad response in distal regions suggested that a signalling relay was also involved in their upregulation. They also appeared somewhat refractory to upregulation in the central wing pouch. Similar refractory component was exhibited by genes in group 4, such as dm/ myc and chinmo, which were only upregulated in broad domains at the tips and not in the pouch (Figure 4L-N;  Supplementary Figures 4E, F and 5C ). Group 3 and group 4 genes thus appeared responsive to Nicd in a limited territory where their upregulation was detected in a diffuse domain suggestive of a relay mechanism.
To further confirm that targets were Notch responsive, expression of a subset (wg, th, dm/myc, CycE, and chinmo) was analysed in discs where Notch was ablated using RNAi. In all cases, expression was perturbed, although the regions affected differed according to the target (Supplementary Figure 6) . For example, knock-down of Notch resulted in downregulation of dm/myc only at the periphery.
Su(H) binding identifies Notch responsive wing enhancers
The complex spatial responses led us to examine the function of the Su(H) occupied regions identified by ChIP. DNA fragments encompassing the Su(H) bound regions were therefore placed upstream of a minimal GFP reporter and the resulting expression patterns analysed in transgenic flies. First, DNA fragments from 'group 1' genes cables/CG6191 and wg directed expression at the dorsal-ventral boundary, like the cognate gene, and recapitulated the response to Notch activation ( Figure 5A-D) . These results confirmed that the Su(H) bound regions identified Notch responsive enhancers (NREs), validating independently the ChIP results.
Second, fragments from 'group 3' genes th/DIAP1, CycE and Lk6 were tested in a similar manner. The fragments from th and from CycE recapitulated fully the group 3 response of endogenous genes, with broad upregulation distally in Nicd expressing discs and a narrow stripe in the pouch ( Figure 5F and H). These enhancers must therefore have the capacity to respond directly to Notch and to integrate additional inputs from the relay signal(s). To confirm that the complex response from the CycE enhancer included an element of direct Notch/Su(H) regulation, we mutated two conserved Su(H) sites within the fragment. The resulting reporter lacked expression at the normal D/V boundary (a site of endogenous Notch activity) and exhibited a compromised response to Nicd, with little upregulation at the distal tips and reduced expression in the A/P stripe ( Figure 5I ), suggesting that it receives direct regulation from Su(H) binding. Thus, even complex patterns of response, such as those exhibited by th and CycE, contain elements that depend directly on Notch/ Su(H). The Lk6 fragment differed from the others in that it failed to fully recapitulate the pattern from the enhancer trap in Lk6, instead being responsive throughout the Nicd stripe (Supplementary Figure 7 ; similar to group 1 gene fragments). One explanation for this difference is that other inputs, integrated elsewhere in the gene, modulate the expression of the Notch responsive Lk6 enhancer to generate a 'group 3' response. However, further analysis would be needed to verify this hypothesis (including confirmation of endogenous Lk6 mRNA expression).
Feed-forward signalling relays coordinate nonautonomous growth
Three of the four Notch response patterns (groups 2-4) implicate a secreted relay factor to account for the nonautonomous component of the response. Likely candidates among the Notch targets include wg, Wnt6, upd2, and upd3. High levels of Jak/Stat pathway activity, as measured by expression of a Stat92E-GFP reporter, were present at the peripheral regions in Nicd expressing discs (Supplementary Figure 4G ; Bach et al, 2007) . This corresponds to the domain where there was non-autonomous upregulation of group 3 and 4 targets, suggesting that upd genes (encoding the Jak/Stat pathway ligands) could be responsible for this relay mechanism. To investigate this possibility, we first analysed the consequences of Upd expression, using ptc-Gal4 tub-Gal80ts. The resulting wing discs were overgrown and there was widespread upregulation of both dm/myc (group 3) and DIAP1/th (group 4) as monitored by the LacZ enhancer trap lines (Figure 6A-E) . This upregulation occurred broadly throughout the disc, beyond the stripe of Upd expression. Second, we asked whether any of the genes were associated with binding sites for Stat92E, the transcription factor in the pathway. Many Stat92E targets contain paired binding sites, to accommodate a dimer of Stat92E (Flaherty et al, 2009) . Three out of four group 4 genes and one of the six group 3 genes (DIAP1/th; Figure 6M ; Betz et al, 2008) were associated with paired Stat92E sites reinforcing the suggestion that Upd ligands could be one of the relay signals. The fact that not all group 3 and 4 genes have paired Stat92E sites may be explained if there are different Stat binding motifs and/or additional relay signals.
Feed-forward regulation by Sd and E(spl) refines the pattern of growth
A second feature of the Notch response in group 3 and 4 genes was a refractory region in the central wing pouch (Figure 4K  and N) . As genes in groups 1 and 2 exhibited a complementary response, responding primarily within the pouch territory ( Figure 4E and H), we hypothesized that one or more of the genes in groups 1 or 2 could be responsible for preventing upregulation of group 3 and 4 genes in the wing pouch. One candidate was sd, a key downstream effector as illustrated by its ability to suppress the Nicd phenotype ( Figure 3E ).
Sd is a group 2 Notch target that encodes a transcription factor implicated in growth control through the formation of transcriptional complexes with Vg (Halder et al, 1998; Simmonds et al, 1998) , or Yki, the transcriptional activator of the Hippo pathway (Goulev et al, 2008; Wu et al, 2008) . Strikingly, when we combined RNAi mediated knock-down of sd or vg together with the overexpression of Nicd (using ptc-Gal4 Gal80ts), we observed an upregulation of th and dm in the central wing pouch (Figure 6H-L) , arguing that the increased Sd and Vg levels after Notch activation prevent their response in the central wing pouch in agreement with our hypothesis.
Similarly, E(spl) bHLH genes are well-characterized Notch targets that encode powerful bHLH transcriptional repressors and respond with characteristics of group 1 genes (Cooper et al, 2000) . When overexpressed with ptc-Gal4, E(spl)m8 inhibited the expression of dm/myc (group 4; Figure 6C ).
Control
Ptc > Nicd Feed-forward regulation by E(spl) repressors could therefore explain why dm-LacZ was only upregulated by Nicd at the periphery. Expression of DIAP1/th (group 3) was however not downregulated by E(spl)m8 expression ( Figure 6F) , showing that different Notch targets have different feed-forward inputs. Taken together, these results suggest that transcription factors such as E(spl)m8, Vg, and Sd, which are targets of Notch, feed forward onto other Notch targets such as th and dm to pattern their responses, thus creating a refractory zone for group 3 and 4 genes in the central wing pouch.
Discussion
By considering the overlap of two independent genomic approaches, transcriptome profiling and whole genome Su(H) occupancy, we have identified a set of 336 direct Notch target genes that potentially contribute to hyperplasia caused by elevated Notch activity in Drosophila wing discs. Indeed in functional tests, the majority of those tested could suppress the overgrowth. In addition to well-established growth regulators such as dm/myc, string/cdc25, and CyclinE, novel genes such as Btk29A and CG6191 (the Drosophila homologue of CABLES1/2 (Cdk5 and ABL substrate)) were also upregulated. Notably, several of the targets are homologous to genes that have been identified in studies of Notch regulated genes in human cancer cells (Mazzone et al, 2010; Wang et al, 2011) . First, MYC (dm) and CDC25 (stg) are conserved targets in the majority of contexts analysed, including T-ALL and mammary cells (Klinakis et al, 2006; Palomero et al, 2006; Sharma et al, 2006; Weng et al, 2006; Mazzone et al, 2010) . Second, a significant number of genes upregulated by an activated form of NOTCH1 in mammary epithelium-derived MCF-10A cells (Mazzone et al, 2010) have homologues among our APG targets (56/795 upregulated human genes, Po0.0017; Supplementary Table 8 ). These include ligands of the IL6 (upd) and WNT (wg) families as well as TEAD (sd), and VGLL (vg) transcriptional regulators. Thus, aspects of the network described in Drosophila wing discs could be relevant for Notch-driven mammary cell proliferation. Previous studies have indicated that Notch regulates growth autonomously, within the cells where it is activated, and non-autonomously, in the surrounding cells. GO analysis revealed how the Notch targets could explain these direct and indirect effects. First, several proliferation and growth-related categories were significantly enriched. Second, the constituent genes were not only involved directly in cell-cycle progression/growth (stg, CycE, myc), but also in producing secreted ligands (e.g., Wnts and Upds). These genes thus provide a molecular mechanism for the observed effects of Notch in regulating tissue growth. In addition, there was significant enrichment of unexpected categories, most notably genes encoding BTB/POZ domain proteins such as chinmo and lola. The former has been linked to hyperplasia in other Drosophila tissues in part downstream of the Jak/Stat pathway (Flaherty et al, 2010) although the mechanisms are not yet known.
Analysis of target gene regulation further emphasized the autocrine and paracrine effects of Notch. Thus in only a few cases was the upregulation of tested targets restricted to the cells expressing activated Notch. Such targets included wg, which is known to act downstream of Notch (DiazBenjumea and Cohen, 1995; Rulifson and Blair, 1995; de Celis et al, 1996) , and CG6191. We note that, although widely considered as a Notch direct target, this is the first demonstration of Su(H) binding and the first identification of NREs in the wg locus. However, the majority of targets tested were also upregulated in some neighbouring cells. This nonautonomy showed two patterns. In one, it flanked the misexpressing cells along much of the Nicd expression domain. In the other, it occurred primarily at the periphery. The former may be attributed to Wg as genes exhibiting this pattern include sd and vg, previously suggested to have input from Wg signalling (Williams et al, 1993; Neumann and Cohen, 1996) . The latter is most likely due to Upd ligands because the peripheral regions exhibit expression of a Jak/ Stat pathway sensor. In agreement, paired STAT motifs were detected in several target genes that showed peripheral upregulation and ectopic Upd expression was sufficient to upregulate two genes tested. Similar synergies may also be relevant in Notch fuelled solid tumours because Notch activation in MCF10A breast cancer cells (via overexpression of NICD1), led to overgrowths that were sensitive to Jak/Stat signalling. Homologues of the Upd ligands (IL6) were among the genes overexpressed under these conditions (Mazzone et al, 2010) .
A further feature of many of the hyperplasia-related Notch targets, such as dm/myc, CycE, and DIAP1/th, was that they were only upregulated by Nicd at the periphery and not in the and feed-forward repression (e.g., sd and vg) are proposed to act in combination with Notch at many targets (e.g., dm/myc and th/DIAP1) so that overgrowth occurs predominantly at the periphery (hinge and pleura). This is a simplified model, and we note that some targets (th and cycE) are also expressed at sites of endogenous N activity in the wing pouch (d/v boundary).
central regions. This implies the existence of a repressive mechanism that counters the inductive Notch signal. Strikingly, knock-down of the centrally upregulated Notch targets sd or vg was able to restore expression of dm/myc and th/DIAP1 throughout the Nicd expressing territory, suggesting that Sd and Vg are part of a feed-forward repression mechanism that inhibits upregulation of other targets in the central domain. Sd is a TEA domain DNA binding protein that regulates transcription through interactions with different cofactors, Vg (Halder et al, 1998; Simmonds et al, 1998) and Yki (Goulev et al, 2008; Wu et al, 2008) . The exact outcome on transcription depends on the relative amounts of these three transcription factors. For instance, interactions with Vg appear to switch the Sd binding-site preference to favour tandem sites, possibly at the expense of targets with solo Sd motifs (Halder and Carroll, 2001; Garg and Bell, 2010) . The functional Sd site in th is a solo site responsive to the Hippo pathway (Wu et al, 2008) . Thus by altering levels of Sd and Vg, Notch activation could bias against expression of genes with solo Sd sites in the central territory. Myc/dm is also repressed in the central region and is a target of Sd-Yki, although it is not clear whether through a solo site (NetoSilva et al, 2010) . TEAD2, the vertebrate homologue of Sd, was recently identified as a transcriptional target of the Notch pathway in mouse neural stem cells, suggesting that a similar interaction between Notch and the Hippo pathways could occur in vertebrates (Li et al, 2012) . The proposed regulatory network also extends an earlier model that Sd is essential in coordinating the expression of multiple targets in wing development (so-called Selector gene; Guss et al, 2001 ) by incorporating the feed-forward regulation by Notch as well as the relevance of Sd levels and inhibitory aspects of Sd function that have been suggested by other studies (e.g., Halder et al, 1998) . In identifying the Notch regulated genes we have taken a parsimonious approach, using the intersection between genes with significantly upregulated transcripts and genes in the proximity of Su(H) bound regions. Strikingly, the peaks of Su(H) occupancy were frequently clustered and many of these overlapped between Nicd expressing and Su(H) expressing discs. It is also notable that many Su(H) bound regions were not associated with genes whose expression was detectably altered under either regime. Some of this may be attributed to genes where the expression was variable between discs, or was restricted to limited domains, so that the changes were not sufficiently reproducible. Of more interest is the possibility that the associated genes were not responsive under the conditions used due to the presence of repressors (Wang et al, 2011) or absence of co-activators. Finally, we identified a small cohort of genes that were upregulated by Nicd but downregulated by Su(H) overexpression. This difference could arise due to the different experimental paradigms but it may also be indicative that the tertiary complex of Su(H) with Nicd and Mastermind is essential for the upregulation of these particular genes (such that Su(H) overexpression titrates away this activator complex; Furriols and Bray, 2000) . In contrast, outcompetition of co-repressor complexes may be sufficient to cause the upregulation of genes that are highly upregulated in the Su(H) discs which include many of the growth regulatory targets. If so, then Notch may be permissive for their expression, rather than instructive, potentially explaining the observation that the regulation of these targets is highly sensitive to synergies with other factors, such as Jak/Stat signalling, and is susceptible to inhibition from Sd or E(spl)m8.
Materials and methods
Drosophila genetics
Overproliferating third instar larval wing discs were generated (i) by overexpressing UAS-Nicd in randomly generated clones in progeny from abxUbxFLPase; Act4y4Gal4, UAS GFP; FRT82B tubGal80 x UAS-Nicd; FRT82B (which gives a high frequency of Nicd expressing clones throughout the wing disc ensuring penetrant phenotypes for the genome-wide analysis and avoids bias that might be caused by driving expression only in one area) (ii) by overexpressing UAS-GFP:Su(H) with the patched[559.1]-Gal4 driver (ptc-Gal4).
Response of Notch APG targets was analysed by crossing ptcGal4, tubGal80ts; UAS-Nicd (or UAS-Su(H), or UAS-N RNAi) with lacZ or GFP enhancer trap lines (see Supplementary data). Crosses were cultured at 201C for 7 days, then shifted to 301C (nonpermissive temperature for Gal80ts) for 60 h before dissection and staining. Similar regime was used in combination with UAS-RNAi lines (from Bloomington or VDRC stock centers) for quantifying effects of target gene knock down before dissection, mounting, and measuring of the width and length of the wing discs as indicated in Figure 3 , 10-30 imaginal discs were scored for each genotype.
Function of the Notch target genes during normal wing growth was analysed by crossing the indicated RNAi lines with engrailed[e16E]-Gal4 driver (en-Gal4). Crosses were cultured for 3 days at 251C, then shifted to 301C or left at 251C (if lethality was observed at 301C); adult wings were then mounted and measured.
Expression arrays and ChIP
Expression analysis and ChIP experiments were performed and analysed as described previously (Krejcí et al, 2009) 
Quantitative RT-PCR
RNA from 60 dissected third instar larva wing discs of control and overproliferating discs was extracted using TriZOL. Genomic DNA was eliminated using Ambion's DNA-free kit (#AM1906). cDNA was synthesized using random hexamers (Promega #C118A) and M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega #M170B). Quantitative PCR was then performed using QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Kit (QIAGEN #204145) with a Roche Light Cycler. Samples were normalized using the Rp49 gene as control. Primers are detailed in Supplementary data.
Reporter assays
Putative NREs in CG6191, CycE, and Lk6 were cloned in the pGreenRabbit vector (pGR) (Housden et al, 2012) . Release 5 coordinates of the cloned fragments were CG6191, chr2R: 9 474 750-9 475 941; wg, chr2L:7 295 440-7 301 567; th, chr3L:16 035 761 -16 036 948; Lk6, chr3R:7 586176-7 587 411; CycE, chr2L: 15 743 005-5 744 522. The mutated Su(H) motifs in CycE were at positions 15 743162 (TTCCCACA mutated to TaaCaACA) and 15 743 998 (CGTGTGAA mutated to CGTtGttA). Flies carrying the pGR transgenes were generated by Phi-C31 mediated site-directed integration on the 86Fb platform. The Notch pathway responsiveness of cloned enhancers was analysed as above.
Immunofluorescence
Immunostainings were performed according to standard protocols. Antibodies used were mouse anti-Ab (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank-DSHB Ab; 1/25), rat anti-Ci (DSHB 2A1; 1/25),
